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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
Trade, commercial, and personal ties between El Paso, Texas, and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico,
generate a tremendous amount of local traffic across the U.S.-Mexico border. With so much
interaction, the individual transportation networks from each country become a single
transportation system connected through the ports of entry. The conventional approach to
transportation planning is to model each side of the border separately or to use special external
zones—failing to treat the area as a single interconnected system. A travel demand model that
integrates the two communities as a single transportation system would allow transportation
agencies to better identify traffic needs and estimate traffic volumes.
Recently, two regional transportation planning concerns have emphasized the need for such a
model. First, planners are considering adding a new port of entry, and a study is examining
potential locations for it. Better estimates of traffic volumes would inform planners’ decision
about where to locate it. Second, traffic often spills over onto I-10 and nearby roadways when
southbound inspection queues at ports of entry back up. Better information would help planners
alleviate this congestion.
OBJECTIVE
This project aimed to create a tool that would help transportation agencies in El Paso and
Ciudad Juarez anticipate traffic needs and traffic volumes by developing a travel demand model
that integrates the two binational communities as a single transportation and economic system.
One of the main benefits of the binational travel demand model is the ability to generate
estimates of cross-border origin-destination (O-D) pairs—a trip starts on one side of the border
and ends on the other side of the border regardless of the O-D location within each city.
Researchers used the TRANUS system, developed by Modelistica and widely used in Europe
and Latin America, to estimate these O-D pairs between El Paso and Ciudad Juarez to help
analyze current and future traffic flows.
TRANUS is an integrated land use and transportation modeling system that combines stateof-the-art modeling of the activities, land use, and interactions within a transportation system.
TRANUS requires only a small sample to calibrate the model, resulting in a set of reliable O-D
matrices at a reasonable cost and time. Additionally, TRANUS may be applied to both urban
areas and regions formed by several countries, making it particularly applicable to the binational
metropolis of El Paso and Ciudad Juarez.
PROJECT TASKS
A literature review revealed few studies that focus on the estimation of cross-border O-D
pairs. Researchers did not find any previous application of TRANUS to model an integrated
binational region, but it has been used to model very large metropolitan areas, it is compatible
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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with existing datasets from metropolitan planning organizations in Texas, and it should be
applicable to the El Paso-Ciudad Juarez area.
Researchers collected socioeconomic, demographic, and other data for Ciudad Juarez and El
Paso. Three economic sectors and six income brackets were defined to aggregate the data.
TRANUS analysis zones were developed from the data collected; traffic assignment zones
(TAZs) in El Paso were combined into super-TAZs, and basic geographic and statistical areas
(AGEBs) in Ciudad Juarez were combined into super-AGEBs.
The TRANUS binational model integrates two discrete choice subsystems, the activities/land
use model and the transport model. In both subsystems, demand and supply elements interact to
reach equilibrium. The TRANUS activities/land use model outputs a set of O-D matrices with
economic flows by activity sector. These matrices are an input to the transport model, which
estimates travel demand based on land uses, transportation projects, and economic activities. The
transport model calculates costs and disutilities matrices by transport categories, which are
transferred back to the activities model to the sectors that originated trips.
Researchers completed the traffic and transit assignments and calibrated the model’s volume
estimations. This was the first time TRANUS was used to model a binational network.
CONCLUSIONS
The resulting tool from this research demonstrates encouraging findings about the estimation
of O-D pairs between El Paso and Ciudad Juarez for private trips. Further refinements are needed
for the estimation of public trips (i.e., transit and pedestrian trips). Freight trips were not
modeled. Once the refinements for public and freight trips and possibly land use data are
incorporated into the existing model, transportation agencies in the region will benefit from
access to the most comprehensive available macroscopic planning tool in the El Paso and Ciudad
Juarez binational region.
The model currently has some limitations that should be addressed in future research:
Existing datasets only allowed incorporating data for the activities portion of the
activities and land use model. The land use model should be studied in future
research pending the availability of land use data from Ciudad Juarez.
The port of entry calibration process only incorporates private trips since pedestrian
counts were not available.
Linking two complete transportation networks through only four major links (i.e., the
four major ports of entry) generated unique problems.
As a result of analysis, the capacity was fixed according to realistic average
volumes observed during peak-hour periods.
The queuing delay function combined with the static nature of the model, i.e.,
non-time dependant, may limit the modeling of congestion at the POEs during
peak vs. off-peak periods.
The model has the potential to become a powerful tool to help transportation agencies in El
Paso and Ciudad Juarez anticipate and plan for future traffic needs and traffic volumes.
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Trade, commercial, and personal ties between El Paso, Texas, in the United States and
Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, in Mexico, generate a tremendous amount of traffic across the U.S.Mexico border. A significant amount of this traffic is local, and generates important quantities of
cross-border trips with origins and destinations (O-D) on both sides of the border. These crossborder interactions are the backbone of the economy and daily activities in the region. With such
a high degree of interaction, individual transportation networks from each country become a
single transportation system linked by four major ports of entry (POEs) with significant traffic
volumes. The conventional approach applied in some binational regions is to model each side of
the border separately or to use special external zones—failing to treat binational transportation
networks and POEs as a single interconnected system.
A travel demand model (TDM) that integrates the two communities as a single transportation
system offers greater potential to incorporate estimates of cross-border O-D pairs into the
planning process. This would allow transportation agencies to better identify the traffic needs
and approximate the magnitude of traffic volumes. Recently, two regional transportation
planning concerns have emphasized the need for such a model:
A study of potential locations for a new POE.
Serious congestion problems on I-10 and roadways near the ports of entry caused by the
southbound inspections implemented by Mexican and U.S. authorities.
Over the last years, transportation agencies on both sides of the border have attempted
multiple times to produce a binational TDM using the traditional four-step approach; however, as
a result of the intrinsic complexity of the four-step approach, the goal of integrating the two
cities into a single binational TDM using this approach has been elusive. In light of the
limitations of the four-step TDM process, a number of alternative approaches have emerged over
the last 25 years designed to help overcome many of these limitations. One of these alternatives
is the TRANUS system, developed by Modelistica, widely used in Europe and Latin America.
TRANUS is an integrated land use and transportation modeling system that combines stateof-the-art modeling of the activities’ location, land use, and interactions with a transportation
system. The integrated nature of TRANUS allows estimating O-D matrices for several traveler
categories, modes, and trip purposes.
While the four-step TDM require the use of extensive household surveys to estimate such
O-D matrices, with TRANUS it is possible to use a small sample just to calibrate the model,
resulting in a set of reliable O-D matrices at a significantly more reasonable cost and time.
Additionally, TRANUS may be applied in contexts ranging from detailed urban areas to regions
formed by several countries, which makes it particularly applicable to the binational metropolis
of El Paso and Ciudad Juarez.
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1.2 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project was to facilitate the estimation of O-D pairs between El Paso
and Ciudad Juarez (see Figure 1), as an integrated binational transportation system, to facilitate
the analysis of current and future traffic flows. At this stage, the activities model was used
successfully; however, the possibility to use the land use model can be pursued in the future.

Figure 1. Map of the Binational Region of El Paso-Ciudad Juarez Study Area.
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION
In order to achieve this objective, this report is structured into five chapters:
Chapter 1: Introduction. Presents the background and objective of the project, the study
area, the organization of the report, and the findings of the literature review.
Chapter 2: Data Organization. Illustrates the data collected and its structure, which
include economic sectors and data projections for employment and population. It also
presents the creation of TRANUS analysis zones and the data comprising each zone.
Chapter 3: El Paso and Ciudad Juarez Binational Model Structure. Explains the
theoretical composition of the activities and land use model and the transport model. It
also presents the details of data used for each model, descriptions of processes, and the
overall system, as applied for binational implementation.
Chapter 4: Results. Presents the base-year trip assignment and the demand estimation.
Additionally, the calibration process is explained, including the ports of entry.
Chapter 5: Conclusions. Demonstrates that TRANUS is an appropriate tool to estimate
O-D pairs between El Paso and Ciudad Juarez, as an integrated binational transportation
system based on the project’s results.
Appendix: Total Number of Employees for Each Sector. Compares the magnitude of
the number of employments for each sector in El Paso and in Ciudad Juarez.
The products of this research include this report and the TRANUS binational model.
1.4 LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature revealed that there have been few studies that focus on the estimation of crossborder O-D pairs, and most of the studies available focused on commercial vehicles or crossborder freight movements either by truck or rail.
Cross-Border Modeling Experience
In an unprecedented effort for any border urban area, Gonzalez-Ayala focused on the
development of a new procedure for disaggregate travel modeling of persons in a binational
conurbation. This procedure extends the model boundaries beyond international limits, covering
the urban areas on both sides and joining the two systems through the POEs, which eliminates
the need for external zones. This method steps away from the conventional approach of studying
separately each side of the international boundary and modeling POEs using external zones. The
TransCAD system was used to perform this binational model, and it was applied to the El Paso
and Ciudad Juarez binational region. This study recognizes the complexity of developing and
validating an international crossing model with mode choice capability (1).
In similar work, Villalobos et al. discussed the benefits of utilizing a multi-resolution,
integrated, microscopic POE simulation with a mesoscopic regional dynamic traffic assignment
(DTA) model to represent the entire POE system in the El Paso and Ciudad Juarez binational
region. The development of a queuing-based POE model allows for the evaluation of various
policy and technologies scenarios, while the utilization of the DYNASMART-P tool allows for a
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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representative analysis of the regional transportation system’s temporal response to extreme
events, changes in policy, and infrastructure capacities (2). The DYNASMART-P tool is based
on the DTA theory, which differs from the discrete choice approach primarily in that DTA
produces time- and events-dependent O-D matrices, while the discrete choice approach only
produces baseline static O-D matrices (TRANUS is based on the discrete choice approach).
After the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994,
some studies have focused on NAFTA trade corridors, commercial vehicles, and intermodal
freight movement across the U.S.–Mexico border. Figliozzi et al. estimated NAFTA truck
volumes crossing the border primarily using two data sources: counts of trucks crossing the
bridges and U.S. international trade data (3). Ashur et al. developed a simulation model using a
general-purpose industrial engineering simulation package to determine the best alternative for
preventing congestion at POEs while maintaining an adequate inspection of commercial trucks;
they also explored associated traffic effects on the road network adjoining the Ysleta-Zaragoza
Bridge in El Paso. Their simulation shows that the traffic flow is efficient with the current
infrastructure and operations at the Ysleta-Zaragoza Bridge (4). The objective of both
approaches falls short of estimating cross-border O-D pairs since they are not TDMs; moreover,
the binational transportation networks in their entirety are not modeled as a complete system.
Travel Demand and Land Use Modeling Experience
The integration of transportation and the land use modeling approach has been well
documented over the years in the United States. In a study performed for the Texas Department
of Transportation, Kockelman et al. provide integrated transportation–land use modeling
guidance to practitioners in Texas. Their work synthesizes the compatibility of data requirements
of UrbanSim, TELUM, TRANUS, and similar software with existing datasets from metropolitan
planning organizations (MPOs) in Texas. They provide guidance to perform ―land use suitability
analysis‖ and emphasize its value. They illustrate the basic procedures and parameters for
integrating a land use model with a TDM (5).
The research article entitled ―Land Use Changes in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua: A System
Dynamic Model‖ was also reviewed (6). This study presents a simulation using a system
dynamic model dealing with demographic and urban growth that involves socio-economic and
land use variables from the Mexican border city of Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua. The forecast
results simulated the changes in land use demand for three different land uses (commercial,
industrial, and residential) until year 2020. The next section discusses some modeling
experiences and previous applications of TRANUS.
Modelistica, the creators of TRANUS, participated in two projects in Mexico City between
2003 and 2004. They applied the TRANUS system to the entire metropolitan area with a
population greater than 19 million. TRANUS’ outputs were used to perform demand estimates,
operative designs, tariff structures, economic evaluation, financial feasibility, and environmental
evaluations; they estimated the user’s benefits by socioeconomic strata. The results of the
demand estimates were used to dimension the bus rapid transit (BRT) engineering project,
including bus-only lanes, stops, and terminals. The outputs were incorporated into the operative
plan including route definitions, itineraries, frequencies, demand profiles, fleet, vehicle type, and
others (7).
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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In Bangkok, TRANUS was selected as a pilot system because of data constraints. Business
was represented by the three groups of employment: primary and secondary (as exogenous), and
tertiary (as endogenous). Land use was represented by only one sector. Although bus is the
predominant transport mode, it was not incorporated as an explicit category; rather, it was
included as part of the taxi category. Previously existing zones were grouped into a total of 50
bigger zones to model a study area of 1,568.737 km2 with a population greater than 6.6 million
and more than 60,000 registered jobs. Land prices were also incorporated in this project. The
transportation network consisted of 17 link types for highways, railways, and pricing roads.
Policies such as road pricing and transit-oriented developments (TOD) were explored. Relevant
weaknesses of this model included an amount of land modeled not proportional to the economic
activities in the zones (8).
TRANUS was used as the main urban planning tool for the Land Use and Zoning Plan of
Bogota Colombia (Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial de Bogota) in 2004. Data from a previous
demand study for the metro lane formed the basis of the base-case scenario. Data were updated
to include population, employment, land prices, and zoning information. The analysis included
forecasts until the year 2015. The transportation system included the comprehensive network,
with traffic lights for the entire city, and more than 600 public transit routes of the Transmilenio
system. Modelistica assumed the use of 220 internal and 6 external zones using the 620 DANE
socioeconomic zones as a framework—equivalent to the census blocks in the United States (9).
1.5 SUMMARY
Despite finding very few efforts of binational TDMs, researchers did not find evidence of the
previous application of TRANUS to model an integrated binational region. TRANUS is
compatible with existing datasets from MPOs in Texas and from El Paso and Ciudad Juarez. It
has been used to model very large metropolitan areas such as Mexico City; data available and
other conditions are very similar to those in Ciudad Juarez and El Paso.
TRANUS is based on the discrete choice approach; however, the conversion of a baseline
static O-D matrix to time-dependent matrices is not complicated. TRANUS outputs have been
used as inputs for demand estimates, infrastructure dimensioning, operative designs, tariff
structures, economic evaluations, financial feasibility, and environmental evaluations. This
confirms its usefulness for a new POE feasibility study. It can be used with limited data
availability, as an individual TDM or land use model. Previous TDM studies have served as
inputs for TRANUS by updating socioeconomic data, as is the case for El Paso; however, as a
note of caution, a classic four-step TDM usually has a larger degree of granularity (a larger
number of small zones); these have been grouped into larger zones for their use in TRANUS
because using larger geographic units to create zones is preferred.
Policies such as road pricing and TOD can also be explored, and in general TRANUS has
been applied in multiple projects for the short, medium, and long terms. Evidence exists that high
residential densities can impede future development; this will be one of this project’s
assumptions to visually group zones in Ciudad Juarez using geographic information system
(GIS) layers as backgrounds. The next chapter provides the organization of data collected for El
Paso and Ciudad Juarez.
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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CHAPTER 2:
DATA ORGANIZATION
This chapter presents a list of the data collected for Ciudad Juarez and El Paso; furthermore,
it describes the data projections and organization for the binational model. First, socioeconomics
and other indicators are introduced for Ciudad Juarez and El Paso. Next, the methodology used
to bring outdated variables to the base year (2009) is explained. Finally, this chapter describes
the process used to create the TRANUS analysis zones by reducing the granularity of the data
collected, and it concludes with a summary.
2.1 DATA COLLECTED
The socioeconomic data for Ciudad Juarez were obtained from the Mexican National Bureau
of Statistics, Geography and Informatics (INEGI)1. Traffic assignment zones (TAZs) are not
covered by any official entity in Mexico; instead, data from the basic geographic and statistical
area (AGEB)2 supplement comparable zones. Considering that the next census data will not be
available until 2011, the most recent available data were used in conjunction with current
indicators at state and municipal levels to extrapolate variables at an AGEB level since not all the
variables’ time frames were up to date (see Table 1). The data source is referenced within
parenthesis.
Table 1. Collected Data and Indicators for Ciudad Juarez.
Year

Collected Data

2000

555 AGEBs

2000

Population per socioeconomic strata (10)

2000

Jobs per economic sectors (10)

2000

Total population ranked by salaries and by economic sector (11)

1997-2009

Minimum wage growth rates (12)

1950-2005

Population growth rates (13)

2006

Household and source of income (14)

2004

Economic units—by activity and production (12)

2009

Jobs (15)

2009

Total gross metropolitan product (15)

The socioeconomic data for El Paso were obtained from the Business Analyst extension of
ArcGIS and the El Paso MPO. Even when all the variables were available from these two
sources, some of the data were outdated. Considering that the next census data for El Paso will
not be available until 2011, researchers acquired the most recent data available, and used current
1
2

Instituto Nacional de Estadística Geografía e Informática (INEGI).
Área Geográfica Estadística Básica (AGEB).
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indicators at state and municipal levels to extrapolate variables for each TAZ to the base year
(see Table 2).
Table 2. Collected Data and Indicators for El Paso.
Year

Collected Data

2007

770 TAZs from the El Paso 2007 TDM

2009

Population per socioeconomic strata

2007

Jobs per economic sectors

2000

Total population ranked by salaries and by economic sector

2009

Income level estimates per TAZ

2009

Average household size estimates per TAZ

2009

Median household income stratified in 6 levels

2009

Jobs

2007-2009

Total gross metropolitan product growth rates

2.2 ECONOMIC SECTORS
In TRANUS, economic sectors can represent the classic sectors in which the economy is
divided (manufacturing, agricultural, services, etc.), as well as population groups, land space,
and floor space, all of which are part of the economic system. Three economic sectors were
defined to aggregate available jobs data:
Manufacturing.
Retail and commerce.
Services sectors.
Similarly, six income brackets for Ciudad Juarez and El Paso were defined to aggregate
population per socioeconomic strata:
High income level.
Medium income level.
Low income level.
Jobs
The total number of jobs was categorized equally for El Paso and Ciudad Juarez. The
manufacturing, retail and commerce, and services sectors comprise the three predominant
activities of the region, and each consists of the following characteristics:
Manufacturing. Includes the total number of jobs in industrial and manufacturing plants
per AGEB or TAZ. Being the most prominent activity in the area, it is selected as the
―basic activity sector‖ in TRANUS. Commuters to work are mostly low-income people
that arrive to work using the public transportation system.
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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Retail/commerce. Includes the total number of jobs in retail and commerce
establishments per AGEB or TAZ. It is selected as the ―secondary activity sector‖ for the
binational model, and includes commerce and retail, government, and other similar
services. Thousands of people from all income levels in Ciudad Juarez and El Paso
commute every day to work in sales and also to shop.
Services and education. This sector accounts for jobs at government agencies and
universities as both major trip generators and attractors. It is also selected as the
―secondary activity sector,‖ and includes government, education, and similar services.
Commuters to these centers include pedestrians, passenger vehicles, and public
transportation.
The manufacturing industry is the largest employer in Ciudad Juarez, but not in El Paso
where educational, governmental, and other services are predominant (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. El Paso-Ciudad Juarez Total Jobs by Economic Activity.
Population
Population was classified using six income strata: high, medium, and low income levels for
Ciudad Juarez and El Paso. Contrary to the distribution followed for jobs, income differentials
between the two cities made it impossible to compare levels for the entire region using only three
classifications. Moreover, the purpose of income segmentation in TRANUS is to identify
differences in trip generation rates, behavioral patterns, value of travel time, etc. Hence, given
the income differentials, the population in the low-income bracket for Ciudad Juarez has
different characteristics, like trip generation rates, behavioral patterns, and value of travel time,
than population in the low-income bracket for El Paso.
For Ciudad Juarez, the income brackets were determined based on official categories. In
Mexico, income-level categories are zero to two minimum wages, more than two to five
minimum wages, and more than five minimum wages. Population data were already divided
accordingly to the mentioned distribution, making it impossible to produce different categories.
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For El Paso, population was distributed among several income levels, which allowed the
research team to produce categories that were in accordance with common policy and at the
same time similar to Ciudad Juarez categories (see Table 3).
Table 3. Economic Sectors Used in the Activity and Land Use TRANUS Binational Model.
ID

Name

Description

City(ies) Considered
Ciudad Juarez and
El Paso
Ciudad Juarez and El
Paso
Ciudad Juarez and El
Paso

1

Manufacturing

No. of jobs

2

Retail/Commerce

No. of jobs

3

Services and Education

No. of jobs

5

CDJ High Income

6

CDJ Medium Income

7

CDJ Low Income

8

ELP High Income

Persons earning more than US$100,000

El Paso only

9

ELP Medium Income

Persons earning more than US$100,000 but
less than US$50,000

El Paso only

10

ELP Low Income

Persons earning less than US$50,000

El Paso only

Persons earning more than 5 times the
minimum wage
Persons earning more than 2 times the
minimum wage but less than 5
Persons earning less than 2 times the
minimum wage

Ciudad Juarez only
Ciudad Juarez only
Ciudad Juarez only

Note: CDJ means Ciudad Juarez, and ELP means El Paso .

The six income levels can be described as follows:
CDJ high income. According to official criteria, the high-income population is
considered for all individuals living on more than five minimum wages (around $7,000
per year or more). Methodologically, INEGI does not provide any further category or
subdivision above this.
CDJ middle income. INEGI indicates as middle income all those individuals living on
more than two minimum wages but less than five minimum wages (approximately
between $3,000 and $7,000 per year). Again, no further subdivision was provided.
CDJ low income. Low-income individuals are those individuals living on less than two
minimum wages (less than $3,000 per year). This category is compiled with the total
population living on more than one but less than two minimum wages, and the total
population living on less than one minimum wage.
ELP high income. This category includes households with incomes more than $100,000
per year (more than 6.5 minimum wages per person). This already includes three
subdivisions above $100,000.
ELP middle income. This category includes households with incomes more than
$50,000 but less than $100,000 per year (approximately between 3.3 and 6.5 minimum
wages per person). Only two subdivisions make up this range.
ELP low income. Households with less than $50,000 per year are considered low income
(less than 3.3 minimum wages per person). With an El Paso average household size of
3.3, low-income individuals are living on around $15,000 per year or less.
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The number of people within each of the six income levels is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Population by Income.
Ciudad Juarez

Population

El Paso

Population

CDJ High Income

271,188 ELP High Income

70,190

CDJ Middle Income

355,234 ELP Middle Income

232,638

CDJ Low Income

352,295 ELP Low Income

516,090

All this is considering a minimum wage of $0.70 per hour for Ciudad Juarez (16) and $7.25
per hour for El Paso (17). Evidently income in Ciudad Juarez is significantly lower than in El
Paso; however, official income classification in Mexico makes Ciudad Juarez a more
equalitarian community than El Paso (see Figure 3). Also, although the discrepancy in the
income levels between the two cities is substantial, it is imperative to remember the differences
in purchasing power between them. For example, Banco de Mexico estimated that a personal
minimum to cover basic needs in Ciudad Juarez was around $1,100 per year (18), while for El
Paso, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services establishes a minimum of $9,747 per
person per year (19).

Figure 3. El Paso-Ciudad Juarez Population by Income Level.
2.3 DATA PROJECTIONS
As designed, the TRANUS binational model required the number of jobs and population for
the base year, so the next step was to bring outdated variables to 2009. The variables used for the
data updates were El Paso’s counterparts of those for Ciudad Juarez; furthermore, the updating
process was performed at an AGEB and TAZ level before creating the TRANUS analysis zones.
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Jobs
In order to estimate the number of jobs in Ciudad Juarez for the base year (2009), each
economic sector per AGEB was updated using the growth rate of the gross metropolitan product
(GMP), total population ranked by economic sector, economic units by activity and production,
population growth rates, and the number of open businesses in the city (see Table 5).
Table 5. Variables Involved to Update Jobs Data for Ciudad Juarez.
Data Required for TRANUS per AGEB

Jobs in Ciudad
Juarez
(Base Year 2009)

Variables Involved to Estimate 2009 Values

Manufacturing sector

2000 total population ranked by economic sector
per AGEB

Retail and commerce
sector

2004 economic units by activity and by production
per AGEB
1950-2005 population growth rates

Services sector

2009 jobs and GMP for Ciudad Juarez

Equation 1 describes the relationship between explanatory variables and total jobs for each
economic sector i.

Where:
CJEi = Ciudad Juarez’s jobs for sector i.
CJGMP = Ciudad Juarez’s gross metropolitan product.
CJEMP = Ciudad Juarez’s total jobs.
CJBUSi = Ciudad Juarez’s open business establishments for sector i.
In order to estimate the number of jobs in El Paso for the base year (2009), the 2007 jobs
estimates for each economic sector per TAZ was updated using the growth rate of the GMP and
the 2009 total jobs for El Paso (see Table 6).
Table 6. Variables Involved to Update Jobs Data for El Paso.
Data Required for TRANUS per TAZ

Jobs in El Paso
(Base Year 2009)

Variables Involved

Manufacturing sector

2007 jobs estimates for basic, retail, and services
sectors for each TAZ

Retail and commerce
sector

2009 total jobs for El Paso

Services sector

2007-2009 GMP growth rate

Equation 2 explains the algebraic method used to estimate 2009 jobs for each sector i in El
Paso.
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Where:
EPEi = El Paso’s jobs for sector i.
EPGMP = El Paso’s gross metropolitan product.
EPEMP = El Paso’s total jobs.
EPBUSi = El Paso’s open business establishments for sector i.
Population
Population estimates for 2009 indicated over 1.4 million inhabitants for Ciudad Juarez.
Contrary to El Paso, where population by income group was already available, population by
income in Ciudad Juarez was yet to be calculated.
For Ciudad Juarez, the total number of people at each AGEB living on a certain level of
income is based on those who are actually earning. Total non-earning population by AGEB was
distributed in each segment following the same percentages as those earning. However, recent
violence and criminal activity have led to a massive exodus that local experts estimate is onethird of the population (20); therefore, the total population was updated for 2009 using the total
population by AGEB for year 2000, in conjunction with official estimations and a random walk
approximation. The results were then penalized to take into account the recent migration
patterns, as described in Equation 3. The resulting data were total population by each AGEB.

Where:
APop = Ciudad Juarez’s population per AGEB.
g = Ciudad Juarez’s population growth rate.
For El Paso, population estimates for 2009 were available at the city level and at the TAZ
level. In order to obtain the household stratification per income considered, the first step was to
divide each household income level by the average household size for each TAZ; per-capita
income levels were obtained for each TAZ. The average household size was then multiplied by
the number of households at each income level. This allowed a better observation of the total
population by TAZ and by income level. Since the El Paso city area was divided into TAZs, the
addition of population was done at the time of merging zones as explained later (see Table 7).
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Table 7. Variables Involved to Update Population Data for Ciudad Juarez and El Paso.
Data Required (per AGEB and TAZ)
Ciudad Juarez
Population per
Socioeconomic
Strata AGEB
(Base Year 2009)

Variables Involved

High-income population

2000 total population ranked by
salaries by AGEB

Middle-income population

1950-2005 population growth rates

Low-income population
High-income population

El Paso Population
per Socioeconomic
Strata TAZ
(Base Year 2009)

Middle-income population
Low-income population

1997-2009 minimum wage growth
rates, 2006 household source of
income
2009 population estimates for each
TAZ
2009 income-level estimates for
each TAZ
2009 average household size
estimates for each TAZ
2009 median household income
(stratified into six levels)

2.4 TRANUS ANALYSIS ZONES
In our binational study area, pre-existing TAZs numbered 770 in El Paso, and their
equivalent AGEBs numbered 555 in Juarez. In order to create zones compatible with TRANUS
capabilities, the combined number of TAZs and AGEBs had to be reduced to no more than 500
zones. The predefined TAZs in the United States and the AGEBs in Mexico were used as the
basis for creating the TRANUS analysis zones, paying careful attention to the land uses of each
individual TAZ or AGEB when merging them; merging was performed among zones of the same
class only (i.e., a TAZ was never merged with an AGEB). As a result, the combined number of
TAZs and AGEBs was reduced to 264 analysis zones. The pre-existing 770 TAZs in El Paso
were merged to create 148 super-TAZs. Similarly, the predefined 555 AGEBs were merged to
create 116 super-AGEBs (see Table 8).
Table 8. Analysis Zones Structure and Equivalency with TAZs and AGEBs.
Analysis Zones
El Paso
Ciudad Juarez
Totals

Pre-existing in
TransCAD or GIS

Resulting in TRANUS

770 TAZs

148 super-TAZs

555 AGEBs

116 super-AGEBs

1,325

264

Based on the land use compatibility of an adjacent TAZ or AGEB, these were merged to
create conglomerate areas, which are termed super-TAZs and super-AGEBs, respectively. For
example, if the land use of a TAZ was predominantly industrial, this TAZ was not merged with
residential or commercial adjacent TAZs. The process of creating the super-TAZs was
performed using ArcGIS. A GIS parcel layer with an attribute field denoting the state code of
each parcel was mapped using five classifications: industrial, commercial, residential, university,
and other areas. TAZs were then grouped by common land use averaging five TAZs to form a
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single super-TAZ (see Figure 4); similarly, five AGEBs were grouped to form a single superAGEB (see Figure 5).
Original TAZs (more granularity)

Super-TAZs (less granularity)

Figure 4. Original TAZs Merged into Resultant Super-TAZs in East El Paso.
Original AGEBs (more granularity)

Super-AGEBs (less granularity)

Figure 5. Original AGEBs Merged into Resultant Super-AGEBs in Ciudad Juarez.
The criteria for the merging process were based on the economic activities described
previously. Not only were the AGEBs or TAZs required to be contiguous, but activity
prioritization also had to be the same. In other words, even if a zone included several land uses,
the presence of one or more manufacturing plants defined the entire zone as industrial; this is due
to the large number of people traveling every day to plants to work, making the zones where
these are located major trip attractors. If a given zone was not classified as industrial, then
shopping and commercial centers took precedence, followed by governmental services and
universities. Zones with no presence of any of these three activities were classified as residential.
In some cases it was not possible to group certain TAZs with others because there were no
common adjacent land uses.
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The resulting groups were then exported into a new GIS layer. A GIS point layer was
subsequently created, placing a point in the general center of each super-TAZ area. This point
layer was then exported into the TRANUS software to create the zone locations. Once the set of
super-TAZs and super-AGEBs was complete, in order to process all the parameters into a
suitable format for TRANUS, data were extracted by generating reports for the polygons
geographically defined by a super-TAZ or super-AGEB, which returned the corresponding data
per area from the Business Analyst extension of ArcGIS for El Paso, and the GIS layers created
with the Ciudad Juarez data from INEGI.
2.5 SUMMARY
This chapter presented a list of the data collected for Ciudad Juarez and El Paso and its
organization for use in the TRANUS binational model, including socioeconomic and
demographic data. Three economic sectors were defined to aggregate available jobs data in
TRANUS. Similarly, six income brackets were defined to aggregate population per
socioeconomic strata: three for Ciudad Juarez and three for El Paso, given the intrinsic
differences in socioeconomic strata between the two cities. The methodology applied to bring
outdated variables to the base year (2009) was presented. Finally, this section described the
process used to create analysis zones compatible with TRANUS capabilities by reducing the
granularity of the data aggregation by creating bigger TAZs and bigger AGEBs (called superTAZs and super-AGEBs, respectively). The next chapter explains how TRANUS uses these data
and the structure of the binational model.
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CHAPTER 3:
EL PASO AND CIUDAD JUAREZ BINATIONAL MODEL STRUCTURE
TRANUS integrates two discrete choice subsystems, the activities/land use model and the
transport model. In both subsystems, demand and supply elements interact to reach equilibrium.
The outputs from the TRANUS activities/land use model include a set of O-D matrices with
economic flows by activity sector. These matrices serve as an input to the transport model, which
estimates travel demand based on land uses, transportation projects, and economic activities. The
transport model calculates costs and disutilities matrices by transport categories, which are
transferred back to the activities model to the sectors that originated trips. The interaction of
these two discrete choice subsystems, as applied for the El Paso and Ciudad Juarez binational
conurbation, is illustrated by Figure 6. The specifics of the modeling and mathematical
processes, as applied to develop the TRANUS binational model, are explained first for the steps
corresponding to the activities/land use model and then for the steps corresponding to the
transport model. The sequence of the steps is shown by the numbers in red. The most important
mathematical equations from the TRANUS Mathematical Description from Modelistica are
included to assist in describing each step.

Figure 6. TRANUS Binational Model Flow Chart (El Paso and Ciudad Juarez).
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3.1 ACTIVITIES AND LAND USE MODEL
The activities and land use model simulates an economic system considering the geographic
location of activities and land uses. Two key elements are required to run this model: jobs by
economic sector and population by income level; both elements are aggregated per analysis zone
(i.e., super-AGEBs and super-TAZs) (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Super-AGEBs and Super-TAZs: Analysis Zones Combined with Available Land
Uses Considered in the Ciudad Juarez and El Paso Binational Model.
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Location of Final Demand
Economic activities locate in specific places and interact to perform their functions. By
coding the super-AGEBs and super-TAZs, the model determines the location of activities in
Ciudad Juarez and El Paso for each economic sector. In an ordinary application, TRANUS
estimates the interactions that these activities generate for a whole region, resulting in a set of
economic flows from the production to the consumption zones. However, the main difference for
the binational model is that such flows could be local economic flows, exclusively within Ciudad
Ciudad Juarez or El Paso, or cross-border economic flows (as previously illustrated in Figure 6).
Furthermore, consumption zones—super-AGEBs and super-TAZs—include the location of the
final demand. The final demand vectors represent the final destination of production; for the
binational model it includes private and government consumption primarily (see Figure 8).
Modelistica describes the complete demand function (21).

Figure 8. Relationships between Production and Consumption (21).
According to the requirements of the TRANUS binational model, and to make possible its
application to both countries, nine economic sectors were defined using jobs by economic sector
and population by income level, as explained in Chapter 2. As will be explained later, such
economic sectors will represent different sets of economic flows with O-D on each side of the
border.
Location of Induced Production
Once the amount of final demand in each zone has been estimated, it must be distributed
among production zones given that every sector requires inputs from other sectors. TRANUS
estimates the locations of induced production using demand functions in combination with
spatial distribution functions. A portion of total production goes to intermediate consumption,
and the remainder goes to final consumption, generating a production chain and the
corresponding location of activities. This production chain could follow any specific path from a
super-AGEB to another super-AGEB, from a super-TAZ to another super-TAZ, or from a superAGEB to a super-TAZ, or vice versa.
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Only transportable flows (i.e., people, goods, services, or money) can cross the border; nontransportable flows (i.e., land, buildings, etc.) cannot, even when a cross-border economic trade
might be involved. Demand is distributed to production zones with a multinomial logit model;
Modelistica gives a complete mathematical description (21).
Demand and Supply Equilibrium
The production of an economic sector, in each super-AGEB or super-TAZ, may be limited to
a predetermined capacity—bounded with minimum and maximum values. If production of an
economic sector, assigned to a super-AGEB or super-TAZ, lies outside the established limits, the
price is determined by demand-supply equilibrium. A total of 50 iterations were used to run the
binational model. After completing each iteration, TRANUS checks for capacity restrictions and
adjusts the prices accordingly; price is increased if the maximum limit is violated and is reduced
if the minimum limit is violated. These price adjustments affect production levels in subsequent
iterations, until equilibrium is achieved. Convergence in prices and production is calculated for
each economic sector and each super-AGEB or super-TAZ as the percentage variation with
respect to the previous iteration. Subsequently, the super-AGEB or super-TAZ that varied the
most is adopted using the following relationship:

Where:
Cp nj, = price convergence indicator.

CX nj, = production indicator.

The model ends the iterative process when the maximum 50 iterations are reached (21).
O-D Matrix of Economic Flows by Sectors
One of the primary outputs of the activities and land use model is a set of matrices of
economic flows for each of the transportable economic sectors. Such economic flows can take
place in four different ways (Table 9):
1. Exclusively within El Paso (i.e., from Super-TAZ 1 to Super-TAZ 2).
2. Exclusively within Ciudad Juarez (i.e., from Super-AGEB 2 to Super-AGEB 116).
3. Across the border, from El Paso to Ciudad Juarez (i.e., from Super-TAZ 148 to SuperAGEB 1).
4. Across the border, from Ciudad Juarez to El Paso (i.e., from Super-AGEB 116 to SuperTAZ 148).
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Table 9. Example of a Binational O-D Matrix of Economic Flows for One Sector.
Analysis Zone

SuperTAZ 1

SuperTAZ 2

SuperTAZ 148

~

819

~

~

~
~

~
~

~
~
~
~
~
1845

Super-TAZ 1
Super-TAZ 2
Super-TAZ 148
Super-AGEB 1
Super-AGEB 2
Super-AGEB 116

SuperAGEB 1

SuperAGEB 2

~
~
3471
~

~

SuperAGEB 116

~
~
~
~
1473

After a set of transformations, travel demand is derived from the economic flows. A two-way
set of transformations is then performed: Before the economic flows are fed into the transport
model, an activities-transport interface in TRANUS performs a number of transformations to
these matrices, from activities to transport and from transport to activities for the consecutive
iteration.
3.2 TRANSPORT MODEL
Using the set of matrices of economic flows from the activities and land use model, the
transport model estimates travel demand and assigns it to transport supply. The transport model
incorporates a simplified roadway network with the binational transit networks. The roadway
network (links and nodes) was provided in TransCAD by the El Paso MPO and subsequently
imported into TRANUS using the TransCAD export utility for the TDM software EMME/2.
The Roadway System
The roadway and transit networks are represented by links and nodes with their physical
characteristics to account for the spatial dimensions and their significance in the economic
model. The centroids represent the geometrical center of a super-AGEB or a super-TAZ, where
each trip starts or finishes, and trips are fed to the network through links called connectors;
furthermore, each centroid represents the location of the jobs by economic sector and population
by income level. Nodes represent intersections, road junctions, or points at which the
characteristics, like capacity, of a road change (i.e., a point where a three-lane highway merges
into a two-lane highway).
Figure 9 illustrates the roadway system for the TRANUS binational model for 2010. The
black squares are centroids, and the gray circles are nodes.
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Figure 9. Binational Transportation Roadway System of El Paso - Ciudad Juarez (2010).
0
I-1

Links represent streets, highways, rural roads, connectors, and ports of entry. Links are
defined by parameters like distance, capacity, speed, penalizations, charges, etc. Some
characteristics are link specific (e.g., length, distance, capacity, delay) (see Figure 10), and some
others are particular for each link type.

The binational roadway network is composed of 9,084 links including the POEs and the
connectors. Twenty individual link types were used to define the free-flow speed (kilometers per
hour), penalizations, and tolls for each link, and to model each POE individually (see Table 10).
The connector links connecting zones with links were created in TRANUS, and designed to best
represent their respective super-AGEB or super-TAZ. A GIS layer with the boundaries of the
zones was used as a reference, adding between one to four connectors for each zone.
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9,084 links compose the binational roadway system

Link-specific characteristics

Available operators are assigned to each link type, and once a specific link type is applied to a link, the link
recognizes which operators are allowed to function on it

Figure 10. Link-Specific Characteristics of the Binational Transportation Network.
Table 10. Link-Type Parameters Used for the TRANUS Binational Model.
Link
Type
ID

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23

Free-Flow Speed (km/h)
Name
Freeway Radial
Expressway
Principal Arterial Divided
Principal Arterial Undivided
Divided Arterial
Undivided Arterial
Collector Divided
Collector Undivided
Santa Teresa
Frontage Road
Ramp
Freeway Circulator
U.S. Connector
Mexican Connector
Santa Fe Northbound
Stanton Southbound
Bridge of the Americas
Northbound
Bridge of the Americas
Southbound
Zaragoza Northbound
Zaragoza Southbound

Description

Penalization Charges (Tolls)

Cars

ELP
Bus

CDJ
Bus

Peds

Cars

Peds

Cars

Peds

POE
POE
POE

97
80
80
64
56
48
48
48
5
72
64
88
40
40
5
5
3

88
72
53
56
45
48
24
40
64
56
72
-

48
48
40
32
32
32
24
30
40
32
32
-

1.6
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
2.0
5.0
1.6
5.0
5.0
5.0
0.8
1.0
1.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
80
1
1
1
1.4
1.4
60
60
50

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
1
1
1
1
1
10
12
14

1
3
3
-

0.25
0.40
-

POE

10

-

-

1.0

50

14

-

-

POE
POE

10
14

-

-

1.0
1.0

70
70

14
14

3
3

0.25
0.25

POE
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Given the complexity of modeling the uniqueness of each POE (i.e., different capacities,
volumes, delays, customs inspection times, etc.), individual link types were used to model each
POE using parameters designed specifically for a given POE. For example, the Santa Teresa
POE has low traffic volumes, its northbound and southbound volumes are very alike, and usually
it has shorter inspection times; however, the Santa Fe POE has much higher crossing volumes,
its northbound traffic is much higher than its southbound traffic, and inspection times are much
greater for northbound traffic than for southbound traffic. More of the specific treatment of each
POE is explained in the ―POE Calibration‖ section of the following chapter.
The Transit Systems
Although El Paso and Ciudad Juarez are settled in an extensive geographic area and together
structure a vast metropolitan transportation network, their transit systems are still archaic and
work as separate systems for each city. Both transit systems lay within the category of basic bus
system (BBS) recommended only for small cities (lightly used lines), consisting of buses running
on streets, in mixed traffic, and without any special treatment (22).
In 2009, the transit system in El Paso consisted of 52 regular bus fixed routes and two
express lines. The bus fare is $1.25 per trip and $0.25 per transfer. Sun Metro, the transit
administrator agency in El Paso, is responsible for operating and maintaining the nearly 160-bus
fleet along four main street corridors: Mesa, Alameda, Dyer, and Montana.
Ciudad Juarez has around 95 routes running along its principal arterials. The bus fare is fixed
for all routes (US$0.45 per trip), and riders do not have the option of transferring among
different lines, so they have to pay a new fare if they transfer to another route. There are two
main administrators in Ciudad Juarez: Rutas de Circunvalación and Rutas de Permisionarios
Unidos. The binational transit network was first developed in TransCAD (see Figure 11) and
then imported into TRANUS to complete the total transportation supply for the 2009 scenario
(see Figure 12).
Table 11 summarizes characteristics of both transit systems in the binational region.
Table 11. Characteristics of the Transit Systems.
Characteristic

Ciudad Juarez

El Paso

52

95

Bus Fare

$1.25

$0.45

Bus Fleet

160

n/a

3

1

Number of Routes

Number of Operators
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Figure 11. Binational Transit Network developed in TransCAD and exported to TRANUS.
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Figure 12. Binational Transit Network in TRANUS.
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0
I-1

Once all transit routes were imported into TRANUS, the corresponding operators were
assigned to each transit route. Each operator has a unique ID number, name, and description
field. Key parameters for the model calculations are the bus occupancy (the number of seats on
each bus), fixed waiting time (the approximate time it takes each passenger to get on the bus),
target occupancy (an educated guess of the occupancy of each bus usually from observation),
boarding tariff, and other parameters such as operating costs and energy consumption (see
Table 12).
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Table 12. Transit Operators Used in the Binational Model.
ID

Operator

11

Sun Metro Bus

12

Sun Metro BRT

13

Circunvalacion

14

Permisionarios
Unidos

Description

Sun Metro Bus Routes
in El Paso
Smart-101 Routes in
El Paso
Routes for the
Circunvalacion
Operators in Ciudad
Juarez
Routes for the
Permisionarios Unidos
Operators in Ciudad
Juarez

Occupancy

Fixed
Waiting Time

Target
Occupancy

Boarding
Tariff (US$)

38

0.05

60%

1.25

38

0.05

60%

1.25

85

0.08

60%

0.47

85

0.08

60%

0.47

A specific transit operator along with its corresponding characteristics (i.e., occupancy, fixed
waiting time, boarding tariff, etc.) is assigned to each route; additionally, other route-specific
parameters are assigned, such as a frequency range (out-of-schedule threshold), target
occupancy, and maximum fleet. Even though target occupancy can be defined under the operator
interface, it can be adjusted for each route; however, the same target occupancy was used in both
cases for the binational model. Each transit route profile is composed of a registered sequence of
links; such a sequence includes the origin and destination nodes for each link, composing the
outbound and inbound route configuration (see Figure 13).

Figure 13. Transit-Route-Specific Parameters Definition (TRANUS Snapshots).
Given the lack of information, the routes for the Reparto de Personal de Maquiladoras (the
third operator in the binational model for Ciudad Juarez) could not be included. Moreover, when
the traffic counts were performed, it was discovered that these buses account for a significant
amount of bus traffic in Ciudad Juarez, adding a significant amount of noise to the results
correlation.
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Path Building by Mode
TRANUS generates travel options for each origin and destination pair in the model, for each
mode. A path is not exclusively formed of links but can be composed of a combination of links,
operators, or transit routes; e.g., two paths can share the same links, but each can have different
operators or transit routes (see Figure 14). For the binational model, the path-building module
was set to generate the first four paths so that if an O-D pair was composed of two zones, one on
each side of the border, the module considered the four POEs as alternatives to cross the border.

Path by mode
Path by trip category
Average path disutility

Super-TAZ
(El Paso)

BOTA POE

Example of a
cross-border path

Disutilities and
probabilities for each
path for this O-D pair
Super-AGEB
(Juarez)

Figure 14. Example of a Cross-Border Path.
TRANUS calculates the generalized cost for each path, accumulating the following elements
for each combination of links, operators, or routes m that forms part of the sequence, as shown in
Equation 5. Modelistica gives the complete mathematical description and the calculation of each
variable (21).
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Where:
mi = a particular combination of a physical link li and an operator (or route) oi
along the path sequence.
ks
c ijp
= generalized cost of path p from i to j by mode k for the category s.
RTms = time-related costs in link combination m(l,o) for demand category s.

RDms = distance-related costs in link combination m(l,o) for demand category s.
TRms

1,m =

transfer costs, i.e., the cost of boarding a new operator or route; this can
take place either at the beginning of a trip or when there is a transfer somewhere
along the path, i.e., when o(m-1) o(m).
Transport Costs and Disutility
The decision-making process of transportation choices in TRANUS considers the costs and
disutilities of each available choice. The monetary costs form part of the disutilities in the
transport model and are used in the activities and land use model to calculate production costs.
The transport model keeps track of both disutilities and monetary costs separately. The decisionmaking process in the transport model is composed of three levels of decisions:
Path choice.
Mode choice.
Trip-making choice (i.e., how many trips to make).
The model estimates the disutility for each of the decision levels; such disutilities form the basis
for the calculation of probabilities, which in turn are calculated using scaled multinomial logit
models.
The probability that each trip per category s chooses a path p, when traveling from i to j by
mode k, is given by the following scaled multinomial logit model:

Where:
ks
c~ijp
= scaled and overlapped generalized cost of travel.
s

= dispersion parameter in the logit path choice model (21).
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Trip Generation and Modal Split
TRANUS calculates the number of trips from the set of matrices of economic flows for each
of the transportable economic sectors; such flows are then transformed into flows by transport
category. Given the six income levels previously defined for the activities and land use model,
and given that this binational model is not modeling freight, seven trip categories s were defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Commerce/service.
El Paso (ELP) low income.
ELP medium income.
ELP high income.
Ciudad Juarez (CDJ) low income.
CDJ medium income.
CDJ high income.

The trip generation for each of the seven categories takes place at a super-TAZ or superAGEB for an O-D pair for a particular time period. Given an economic flow for a specific O-D
pair, trip makers on a super-TAZ or super-AGEB decide what number of trips to make (e.g., one
trip, two trips, three trips, or no trips at all). A standard multinomial logit is used to estimate the
composite disutility calculated in Equation 7.

Where:
Fijs

= flow by transport category s from i to j.

s
vmin
=

minimum number of trips per unit of flow made by category s, whatever
the value of the composite disutility.
s
v max
= maximum number of trips per unit of flow made by category s, when the
composite disutility tends to zero.
s
= elasticity of category s with respect to the composite disutility.
As the generation of trips keeps taking place after each iteration, congestion increases the
level of disutility on each path, decreasing the number of trips. Diverse minimum and maximum
trip generation rates for each of the seven trip categories used in the binational model were
applied. For the modal split, an assumption was made that private and public transportation
modes were available for all trip categories except for the high-income population of both cities,
i.e., ELP high income and CDJ high income (see Table 13).
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Table 13. Trip Categories Used in the Binational Model.
Data

Commerce ELP Low
/Service
Income

Value of Travel
Time
Value of Waiting
Percent Vehicle
Availability
Min. Trip
Generation Rate
Max. Trip
Generation Rate
Demand
Elasticity

12

Available Modes

ELP
High
Income
16

CDJ Low
Income

2.5

ELP
Medium
Income
8.5

0.8

CDJ
Medium
Income
2.8

CDJ
High
Income
6.5

20
100%

5
100%

17
100%

32
100%

1.6
100%

5.6
100%

13
100%

0.0003

0.0000077

0.00022

0.00022

0.00005

0.00013

0.0002

0.007

0.00077

0.0022

0.0044

0.0005

0.0013

0.004

0.2

0.25

0.25

0.3

0.2

0.25

0.3

Private
and
public

Private
and
public

Private
and
public

Private
only

Private
and
public

Private
and
public

Private
only

Trip Assignment
The assignment of trips can take place in the same four different ways that the set economic
flows for each of the transportable sectors can take place. Trips by category and mode are
assigned to paths with a scaled multinomial logit model, with the path choice probabilities
calculated in Equation 8 applied to the trips by mode calculated.

Once the assignment process has finished for all O-D pairs, categories, and modes, the model
calculates and displays the following results:
Tm = demand in the link/operator combination m(l,o), in proper units (e.g., tons or passengers).
Vm = number of vehicles traveling along link/operator m, applying occupancy rates, except for
transit routes with given fixed frequencies.
VEl = number of vehicles in equivalent units on link l estimated as:

Where:
eqm = car equivalent rates by operator o and link l (21).
Transit operators get special treatment; if a frequency has been defined for a particular route,
the number of corresponding vehicles is a given parameter that the model assigns directly to the
links involved. However, if a frequency has been left undefined, the model calculates the
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required frequency from demand figures applied given average occupancy rates and assigns the
resulting vehicles to links:

Where:

o

to = occupancy rate for operator o.
The capacity q of an operator or route in a link is:

The demand/capacity ratio for each operator in a link is:

The overall demand/capacity ratio for the link is calculated dividing the equivalent vehicles
that share it by the given physical capacity of the link:

Speeds and waiting times for each operator or route are also presented as a result of the
assignment process after capacity restriction. This is described in the subsequent section.
Capacity Restrictions
The model applies the capacity restriction using the increased volume of the link, defined as
the assigned volume plus vehicles in queue due to downstream congestion:
IV(l) = V(l) + Qv(l)

(14)

Where:
IV = increased volume in the link l.
V = assigned volume in the link l.
Qv = queuing vehicles in the link l due to downstream congestion.
The queuing delay function in a link approximates a Poisson curve using the parameters in
Table 14.
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Table 14. Parameters for the Queuing Delay Function.
Parameter
Service Time
Rate of Arrival
Server

Definition
S = 1/free-flow speed
F = volume(l)
C = capacity(l)

Queuing delay is:
QD(l) = Poisson (S,F,C)

(15)

The queuing delay is added to the costs of the path, multiplying it by the value of time of the
transport category. For capacity restriction only, queuing vehicles in a link l are added to the
upstream links in the proportion of the volume incoming link l. The model adjusts the speed of
all operators using a link l with the following group of equations, which define a hyperbolic
secant. The subscript m expresses a link-operator combination (lo).

Where:
Vm = speed of operator o in link l for the iteration .

Vm0 = initial (free-flow) speed of operator o (iteration 0) in link l.
DCl = demand/capacity ratio for link l; queuing vehicles are added to demand.
= given proportion in which the initial speed is reduced when the
demand/capacity ratio =1.
= minimum percentage to which the initial speed is reduced; the model uses a
pre-set value of 1 percent.
= demand/capacity ratio at which the initial speed is reduced to the minimum
value ( > 1).
The value of DC, that is, the demand/capacity ratio, is calculated by dividing the number of
equivalent vehicles assigned to the link (plus queuing vehicles) by the capacity of the link, also
measured in terms of equivalent vehicles.
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Special capacity restrictions were applied for the POEs on an individual basis; however,
given the complexity of the inspection process and the uniqueness of the queue of each POE,
these restrictions suffered substantial modifications during the calibration process. For this
reason, the final capacity restrictions, along with the results of the model, are presented in the
section ―POE Calibration‖ in Chapter 4.
3.3 SUMMARY
This chapter presented TRANUS’ two discrete choice subsystems, the activities/land use
model and the transport model. First, the specifics of the modeling and mathematical processes,
as applied to develop the TRANUS binational model, were explained for the steps corresponding
to the activities/land use model and, subsequently, for the transport model. This chapter reviewed
the critical mathematical equations in both subsystems from the TRANUS Mathematical
Description. The interaction between both subsystems was also described. Furthermore, this
chapter described the characteristics of the roadway and transit networks. Finally, details
regarding the methodology followed and the parameters used for the application of TRANUS to
the El Paso and Ciudad Juarez binational region, emphasizing POEs, were included within each
corresponding step. The next chapter explains the research findings and results of the binational
model.
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CHAPTER 4:
RESULTS
4.1 BASE-YEAR TRIP ASSIGNMENT—DEMAND ESTIMATION
TRANUS includes disutility functions that affect transportation demand choices. Other
procedures such as mode choice, trip generation, and modal split are also necessary to achieve
the ultimate goal in travel demand modeling: the trip assignment.
After the trip assignment process for the binational model was completed, TRANUS
automatically transformed all vehicles types into passenger-car units (PCUs). The TRANUS user
can specify this equivalence depending on the type of vehicles defined in the network. The speed
of all vehicles sharing a link was adjusted accordingly with the PCUs’ speed specified by the
research team (see Table 10 in Chapter 3).
TRANUS includes—as part of its results for the link capacity—designated speed, final
speed, service level, number of trip, and total and equivalent vehicles. The results of trip
assignment can be individually displayed on screen (see Figure 15) by double-clicking the
desired link. Additionally, the interface shows information about the queuing, delay time per
vehicle, and generated congestion. A set of specific links or a general report including all links
can also be displayed by exporting all data to a spreadsheet.

Figure 15. Example of the Trip Assignment Results in TRANUS User Shell (TUS).
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Passenger-Car Trips
The binational model involved three main modes—cars, buses, and pedestrians—that
generate and are affected by congestion at each link. The transportation demand (volume of
PCUs) per link will depend essentially on the congestion/capacity at each link. Figure 16 shows
the binational travel behavior after the trip assignment process was run in TRANUS.

Figure 16. 2009 TRANUS Binational Traffic Assignment (7:00 am to 8:00 am).
Notice how the simulated network mimics the real conditions at the peak-hour period
(7:00 am to 8:00 am). The results shown above authenticate the calibration of the model. A
simple correlation using the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (R2) demonstrates
an acceptable value of 0.73 (for PCUs) after the binational model’s trip assignment (considering
buses and cars together). For analysis purposes, the binational model was split into car-only and
bus-only (transit assignment) volumes. The correlation results for the car-only volume showed
Center for International Intelligent Transportation Research
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an R2 = 0.71, while the bus-only correlation reached R2= 0.68. These values lay on the
acceptable parameters for a calibrations process based on the experience of Modelistica
developers.
Transit Trips
The transit systems on both sides of the border were constrained to cross the international
ports of entry as they occur in reality. A total of 150 routes were included in the network, 53 of
them running in El Paso and 97 in Ciudad Juarez. A more dense bus volume was observed in
Ciudad Juarez’s principal arterials and downtown El Paso. This phenomenon occurs in reality
since the route configuration in Ciudad Juarez seems to be designed as trunk corridors with
feeders. Thus, all principal arterials in Ciudad Juarez carry high transit volumes. Another factor
that might contribute to the high concentration of buses on Ciudad Juarez’s principal arterials is
the higher passenger demand than in El Paso. Consequently, higher frequencies are necessary for
all routes in Ciudad Juarez’s transit network. The transit volumes for the entire network are
shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. 2009 TRANUS Binational Transit Assignment (7:00 am to 8:00 am).
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Model Calibration
The objective of calibrating the binational model is to provide a reliable source of data on
travel demand. The calibration process involves the location of activities, land uses, and traffic
counts. The TRANUS software offers a more suitable calibration method capable of achieving
the calibration at a lower cost than other traditional TDMs.
In the binational model, the calibration included traffic counts at 19 intersections in Ciudad
Juarez and 14 in El Paso. The international ports of entry were calibrated using information from
the Research and Innovative Technology Administration’s (RITA’s) website (23). Calibrating
the binational model was not an easy task; the large amount of model parameters involved in the
modeling, as well as the addition of international POEs, made calibration a complicated
procedure. Variables such as mode choice and total trips are almost unknown in El Paso and
Ciudad Juarez, and an O-D survey with a small sample would help significantly improve the
binational model.
Figure 18 and Table 15 show some of the calibration results for PCUs at 10 of the most
significant intersections in Ciudad Juarez. Figure 19 and Table 16 show results for El Paso.
One of the most important variables for calibration in TRANUS is the trip generation rate.
TRANUS allows users to input the trip generation rates by population group. This tool works as
a control variable regulating the volumes produced by each population group. This control
variable, however, should be used cautiously since the total trips modeled in the network should
be similar to the total trips observed in reality.
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Figure 18. Partial Calibration Results for the Ciudad Juarez Intersections in Table 15.

Table 15. Ciudad Juarez Intersections Used for Calibration (Figure 18 Definitions).
ID

Location

Direction

CDJ-1

MEX-45 (from Boulevard Ignacio Zaragoza to Centeno)

Northbound

CDJ-2

Eastbound

CDJ-4

MEX-2 (from Coronel Leobardo Bernal to MEX-45)
Calle Perimetral Carlos Amaya (from Eje Vial Juan Gabriel to Camino Viejo
a San Jose)
Avenida Rafael Perez Serna (from Ing David Herrera to Bouldevard
Ingeniero Bernardo Norzagaray)

CDJ-5

MEX-45 (from Boulevard Manuel Gomez Morin to Avenida de las Fuentes)

Northbound

CDJ-6

Calle Baudelio Perez (from Avenida Manuel J Clouthier to MEX-2)

Westbound

CDJ-7

MEX-2 (from Calle Yepomera to Avenida de las Torres)
Avenida de las Torres (from Boulevard Ignacio Zaragoza to Lorenzo
Aguilar)
Paseo de la Victoria (from Avenida Ejercito Nacional to Boulevard Teofilo
Borunda)
Boulevard Manuel Gomez Morin (from Camino A Marquez to Paseo de la
Victoria)

Eastbound

CDJ-3

CDJ-8
CDJ-9
CDJ-10
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Figure 19. Partial Calibration Results for El Paso Intersections in Table 16.

Table 16. El Paso Intersections Used for Calibration (Figure 19 Definitions).
ID

Location

Direction

ELP-1

Country Club Rd. (from Vista Grande Sir to Doniphan Dr.)

Eastbound

ELP-2

I-10 (from N. Mesa St. On-Ramp to S. Resler Dr. On-Ramp)

Eastbound

ELP-3

Bridge of the Americas

Southbound

ELP-4

US 54 (from Hondo Pass Ave. Off-Ramp to Hondo Pass Ave. On-Ramp)

Northbound

ELP-5

Cesar Chavez Border Highway (from S. Zaragoza Rd. Off-Ramp to Padres Dr.)

Northbound

ELP-6

N. Zaragoza Rd. (from Castner Dr. to Summerford Ln.)

Northbound

ELP-7

Montana Ave. (from Hawkins Blvd. to Airway Blvd.)

Westbound

ELP-8

Alameda Ave. (from Lafayette Dr. to Yarbrough Dr.)

Eastbound

ELP-9

I-10 (from Lee Trevino Dr. Off-Ramp to Lee Trevino Dr. On-Ramp)

Westbound

ELP-10

N. Americas Ave. (from Gateway Blvd. E. to frontage road On-Ramp)

Southbound

POE Calibration
A special treatment was suggested for the international ports of entry. These special
conditions are summarized in Figure 9 showing a realistic bridge lane capacity (capacity), the
maximum speeds reached during the queue conditions, the charges (toll) for using the physical
infrastructure (international bridges), the penalization at each entry, and expected delay. Location
and assignment results of all POEs are shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Expected Delay—Location and Assignment Results of All Ports of Entry.
After a comprehensive analysis, the research team identified and suggested a capacity
reduction in all port-of-entry lanes. This capacity reduction is not included in the Highway
Capacity Manual since these types of links operate under very unique conditions. As a result of
this analysis, the capacity was fixed according to a realistic average volume observed during
peak-hour periods.
Speed at the POE was inferred from the average queue length and official times from the
Custom and Border Protection (CBP) office (24). The speed range varies from 5 mph at the
Santa Teresa POE to 14 mph in Zaragoza (Table 17). Like speed, the delay at all POEs was
estimated from CBP data.
Several POEs toll cross-border vehicles either in the southbound or the northbound direction.
The toll rates were determined using 2009 rates in U.S. dollars (USD). The penalization at each
POE was obtained by following the recommended scale provided by the TRANUS manual (21).
The penalization factor related to network operators is used to represent non-modeled elements
such as reliability, safety, or comfort. In the case of the binational model, these values were
chosen by empirical experience, previous surveys, and traffic volumes at the bridges. For
instance, the value of 50 was assigned to the preferred option among all border-crossing
locations (BOTA POE). Consequently, the higher penalization values (60, 70, and 80) represent
the less attractive options (Table 17).
Lastly, the model output (vehicles per hour) is presented in the last column of Table 17.
These volumes represent a realistic approach when comparing the current volumes, obtained by
the traffic counts/RITA database and the model’s output volumes.
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Table 17. Special Parameters Used for the POE Calibration.
POE Name

Capacity
(Veh/Hr)

Speed
(Mph)

Charges
(USD)

Penalization

Delay
(Min)

Model Output
(Veh/Hr)

Sta. Teresa NB

2360

5

1

80

20

733

Sta. Teresa SB

2360

7

1

80

10

320

Santa Fe NB

2500

5

3

60

30

501

Stanton SB

2500

5

3

60

10

986

BOTA NB

3500

3

0

50

35

2,375

BOTA SB

5000

10

0

50

15

1,028

Zaragoza NB

2200

10

3

70

33

1,480

Zaragoza SB

2200

14

3

70

10

988

Total

8,411

Service Level
The service level option in TRANUS allows displaying results regarding level of service
(LOS) at each link. The level of service is calculated by the software taking as a major factor the
ratio between free-flow speed and actual speed after capacity restriction (21). The Highway
Capacity Manual classified these ratios from A to F, with A being the best grade and F being the
worst. A TRANUS criterion includes two additional ratios: G and H. Figure 21 illustrates links
with LOS D and worse (in red); gray is assigned to the better levels of service.
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LOS D, E, F, and G
Figure 21. Level of Service in the Binational Network.
4.2 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the traffic and transit assignments were presented. The TRANUS model’s
volume estimations have a high correlation and proximity to the traffic volumes recorded by
traffic counts in Ciudad Juarez and El Paso. Furthermore, the model’s output volumes are close
to the volumes reported by RITA’s website (23). One of the biggest difficulties after the output
analysis was the calibration process. Calibration was a time-consuming process since this was
the first time TRANUS was used to model a binational network. In spite of these difficulties, the
trip generation rate was adjusted for each of the trip categories, as this is a highly sensitive
variable in the model. The next chapter concludes this report, and recognizes some limitations
and further improvements for the binational model.
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CHAPTER 5:
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This project embarked upon creating a tool that would help transportation agencies in El Paso
and Ciudad Juarez anticipate traffic needs and the magnitude of traffic volumes by developing a
TDM that integrated the two binational communities as a single transportation and economic
system.
The resulting tool from this research demonstrates encouraging findings about the estimation
of O-D pairs between El Paso and Ciudad Juarez for private trips. Further refinements are needed
for the estimation of public trips (i.e., transit and pedestrian trips). Freight trips were not
modeled. Once the refinements for public and freight trips and possibly land use data are
incorporated into the existing model, transportation agencies in the region will benefit from
access to the most comprehensive available macroscopic planning tool in the El Paso and Ciudad
Juarez binational region.
Given that a significant amount of cross-border traffic is local, with origins and destinations
on both sides of the border, the product of this research offers great potential to incorporate
estimates of cross-border O-D pairs into the planning process. Given the encouraging results of
the calibration process, a few small refinements are needed to further apply the model in the
evaluation of planning scenarios, such as the study of potential locations for a new POE.
Despite finding a few efforts of binational TDMs, researchers did not find evidence of the
previous application of TRANUS to model an integrated binational region. The transport model
of TRANUS was successfully used with existing datasets from El Paso and Ciudad Juarez.
Researchers believe that the same integrated land use and transport modeling approach using
TRANUS can be successfully replicated in any binational conurbation between the United States
and Mexico using available datasets. In conclusion, this model represents a reasonable
representation of reality; however, much room for improvements exists.
5.2 MODEL LIMITATIONS
Existing datasets only allowed incorporating data for the activities portion of the activities
and land use model since detailed cadastral datasets with acreage, appraisal values, and land uses
were not available in Ciudad Juarez. This confirms its usefulness for a new POE feasibility study
as an individual TDM. Given the lack of data needed to model land uses in Ciudad Juarez, the
application of the TRANUS system to model land uses in El Paso and Ciudad Juarez has been
left as future research.
The POE calibration process only incorporates private trips since no cross-border transit
routes were modeled and pedestrian counts were not available. During the calibration, two
problem categories were present when adjusting the modeling volumes at the POEs: the intrinsic
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complexity of modeling the queue originated by inspection times at the POEs and the excessive
volumes in the links representing each POE.
After a comprehensive analysis, the research team identified and suggested a capacity
reduction in all port-of-entry lanes. This capacity reduction is not included in the Highway
Capacity Manual since these types of links operate under very unique conditions. As a result of
this analysis, the capacity was fixed according to a realistic average volume observed during
peak-hour periods. Available capacity restriction tools in TRANUS appear limited to model
queues of the magnitude of the ones at the POEs (i.e., the delay, penalties, and charges tools);
hence, these were adjusted in conjunction with special capacity restrictions for each POE.
Moreover, linking two complete transportation networks through only four major link types
(i.e., the four major POEs) generated unique problems. In order to calibrate traffic volumes
according to real counts, when parameters were adjusted particularly for one POE, traffic
volumes increased in the remaining ones. Further compilations showed that such an increment
did not reflect any recognizable pattern or predictability, so when one POE was calibrated, the
impact on the remaining ones was unpredictable.
The queuing delay function that TRANUS applies in a link approximates a Poisson curve,
and is added to the costs of the path, multiplying it by the value of time for each transport
category. For capacity restrictions only, queuing vehicles in a link are added to the upstream
links in the proportion of the volume incoming link. The model then adjusts the speed of all
operators using a specific link. Using a Poisson curve, the number of events that occur in a time
interval of fixed length is recorded for the complete time interval as an overall cost—eliminating
the possibility to identify changes in delay or speed within the time interval.
Researchers believe that such a characteristic of the queuing delay function combined with
the static nature of the model, i.e., non-time dependant, is the source of limitations when
modeling the POEs. However, further research is needed to prove this, or to build and validate a
queuing delay function specifically designed to model POEs.
Finally, some other limitations of the model include:
The duration of the model is only one hour (morning peak) precluding from
differentiating peak-flow directions.
The inability to model land uses given the lack of cadastral datasets for Ciudad Juarez.
Policies such as road pricing and TOD can also be explored in the binational region.
The inability to model changes in delay in a port of entry.
The ―true‖ cost of an international crossing at the POE is hard to model because of other
economic parameters such as the cost of obtaining a visa on the Mexican side, or
restrictions on a population that does not have access to a U.S. visa.
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APPENDIX:
TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES FOR EACH SECTOR
MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing includes industrial and manufacturing plants. Being the most prominent
activity in the area, it is selected as the ―basic activity sector.‖ Commuters to work are mostly
low-income people that arrive to work using the public transportation system. Due to the nature
of its activities, this sector is expected to be a major attractor of cargo vehicles. Figure A1
illustrates Ciudad Juarez’s number of employees in base production by super-AGEB. Similarly,
Figure A2 shows El Paso’s number of employees in base production represented per super-TAZ.

Figure A1. Ciudad Juarez Manufacturing Jobs per Super-AGEB.

Figure A2. El Paso Manufacturing Jobs per Super-TAZ.
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RETAIL/COMMERCE
Retail activity in the area can be considered secondary in importance after manufacturing.
Thousands of people from all income levels in Ciudad Juarez and El Paso commute every day to
work in sales and also to shop; therefore, their mode of transportation varies from car to
pedestrian. Figure A3 shows Ciudad Juarez’s jobs in retail activities for each super-AGEB.
Figure A4 illustrates El Paso’s total jobs for retail in each super-TAZ.

Figure A3. Ciudad Juarez Retail Jobs per Super-AGEB.

Figure A4. El Paso Retail Jobs per Super-TAZ.

SERVICES AND EDUCATION
The services and education sector accounts for jobs at government agencies and universities,
both major convergence points for the community. Commuters to these centers include
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pedestrians, passenger vehicles, and public transportation. Figure A5 indicates the total number
of employees in Ciudad Juarez that are dedicated to governmental services or educational
activities by AGEB. Figure A6 shows El Paso’s jobs in government or education by TAZ.

Figure A5. Ciudad Juarez Services Jobs per Super-AGEB.

Figure A6. El Paso Services Jobs per Super-TAZ.
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